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Introduction 

Enterprise storage costs are soaring. The insatiable appetite of business applications for raw disk 
space is forcing storage managers to lay claim to a larger and larger percentage of the IT budget each 
year. And the trend shows no signs of slowing. 

The cost of enterprise storage falls into two broad categories: capital costs and management costs. 
Although the dollar-per-megabyte cost of disk space is falling, storage resource management costs are 
rising dramatically. IT managers spend seven times as much managing storage resources as they do 
acquiring them.  

Finding a means of maximizing the utility of existing resources, while allowing for the flexible and cost-
effective deployment of new storage, is of paramount importance to IT managers. Unified storage 
management software holds the key to solving this problem. A software-centric approach to 
architecting a storage infrastructure offers the only hope of boosting administrator productivity, capping 
management costs, and providing a solid for foundation for managing future enterprise storage growth. 

The Cost of Enterprise Storage 

The high cost of satisfying business user demand for storage capacity is placing the architecture and 
management of storage resources in the spotlight. Reports by industry analysts on the current state of 
enterprise storage management do not paint a flattering picture.  

Resource Utilization 

Utilization statistics, for storage resources already deployed, are dismal. Most organizations achieve 
lower than 40 percent capacity utilization, with many fairing far worse. The inability to leverage existing 
disk space contributes directly to storage management costs. Fixed overhead, from managing each 
new storage platform, regardless of how much space is allocated or utilized, consumes already scarce 
administration resources. 

Management Costs 

The dramatic growth in enterprise storage capacity is stretching administration resources to the limit. 
Administrators are now required to support a variety of servers with direct-attached disk, multiple 
storage arrays that use proprietary management tools, and sundry ad-hoc network storage 
implementations. The manual process of installing, configuring, maintaining, and monitoring resources, 
on such a wide range of platforms, brings a continual barrage of day-to-day problems to solve, and is 
time-consuming and inefficient.  

Too Many Tools  

Managing enterprise storage presents the storage administrator with a bewildering array of tools and 
interfaces. Each vendor platform frequently requires a unique storage management product to be 
mastered. In addition, a grab bag of point solutions and legacy tools require the administrator be a jack-
of-all-trades. Staying abreast of the functions and features of each tool, operating environment, volume 
management product, and management methodologies precludes developing a deep understanding of 
any one product.  
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Flexibility 

In an uncertain world, inflexible storage architectures are a tremendous burden to storage managers. 
The quickening pace of technological change often means that last years acquisitions are now old 
technology. As new business applications demand access to the latest and greatest storage features, 
staying ahead requires maintaining the flexibility to work with whichever vendor can provide the latest 
technology. 

A Game Plan For Storage Consolidation 

Consolidation provides a solution to the escalating cost of enterprise storage. SAN and NAS 
technologies enable resources to be pooled in a dedicated storage network. This pooling of capacity 
can liberate captive free-space in the existing enterprise infrastructure, and increase storage utilization 
through shared access by application servers.   
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Figure 1: Traditional Direct Attached Storage Architecture 
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Known the Environment 

Moving to a consolidated storage architecture is a multi-step process. Storage managers must answer 
several basic questions before planning a networked storage implementation. Understand what 
storage is being used, and who is using it, is essential. Installing storage management software that 
answers these questions will help build a complete picture of the storage infrastructure, without 
requiring a major architectural change. 
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Determine Which Resources to Pool 

Application B Application C Application A 

Figure 2: Traditional Direct Attached Storage Architecture with Unifying Storage Software 
Unifying Storage Management Software

A networked storage architecture enables management intelligence to be separated from physical 
storage devices. This can significantly improve the productivity of storage administrators by providing 
them with a single, unified interface from which to manage the heterogeneous resources of the 
network. However, not all resources may warrant the upheaval of being pooled in a storage network. 
Using the reporting and analysis features of a unified storage management tool can help to determine 
which storage resources are best suited to being networked. 

Storage Management Software Virtualization 

Storage networking also provides the opportunity for increased abstraction of physical storage devices. 
Using storage virtualization technologies, the volumes accessed by application servers can be an 
amalgam of space from a variety of different raw devices. Virtualization allows unused space to be 
reallocated to application servers in need of more capacity, improving the overall utilization of the 
storage pool. Abstracting the physical pool of storage also gives administrators greater freedom when 
adding capacity in response to fluctuating application demands. 
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Application B Application C Application A 

Figure 3: Networked Storage Architecture with Unifying Storage Software 
Unifying Storage Management Software

Conclusion 

Keeping up with the massive increase in demand for storage space requires efficient management of 
enterprise resources and the flexibility to respond to capacity demands with heterogeneous solutions.  
Storage management software provides this efficiency and flexibility by leveraging the natural 
separation of management intelligence and physical resources provided by a networked storage 
architecture. Consolidating storage in a SAN, managed by a unified, intelligent storage management 
software product, offers a path to improved capacity utilization, greater administrator scalability and 
productivity, and consequently reduced storage infrastructure costs.  
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